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Abstract: Moments of secular and inverse secular coefficients, averaged over random
matrices from classical groups, are related to the enumeration of non-negative ma-
trices with prescribed row and column sums. Similar random matrix averages are
related to certain configurations of vicious random walkers and to the enumeration
of plane partitions. The combinatorial meaning of the average of the characteristic
polynomial of random Hermitian and Wishart matrices is also investigated, and
consequently several simple universality results are derived.
1 Introduction
The richness of random matrix theory was greatly enhanced during the last couple of years
of the millennium by the discovery of its intimate connections with increasing subsequences
and non-intersecting lattice paths in enumerative and asymptotic combinatorics (for reviews
see [1, 13]). These topics relate to non-negative integer matrices via the celebrated Robinson-
Schensted-Knuth (RSK) correspondence [15, 20]. A special class of non-negative matrices are
so called magic squares — they have the property that the sum of the elements in any row or
column is equal to a prescribed positive integer j say. Such matrices are natural objects in RSK
theory, so one might expect a relationship between magic squares and random matrices. This
is indeed the case, and its development forms the main theme of the recent work [8] (see [6] for
related results). One of the goals of the present paper is to continue the development of this
theme.
Magic squares are special cases of non-negative integer m×n rectangular matrices in which
the sum of the elements in each row j is equal to µj , while the sum of the elements in each
column k is equal to µ˜k. Without loss of generality, for the purpose of enumeration we can
insist that µ1 ≥ · · · ≥ µm and µ˜1 ≥ · · · ≥ µ˜n so that µ := (µ1, . . . , µm) and µ˜ := (µ˜1, . . . , µ˜n)
form partitions. We denote the total number of such matrices by Nµµ˜. Writing the partitions
in terms of the frequencies of their parts by
µ = 〈1a1 · · · lal〉, µ˜ = 〈1b1 · · · lbl〉 (1.1)
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where l = max(µ1, µ˜1), it was proved in [8, Thm. 2] that for N ≥ max(
∑l
j=1 jaj ,
∑l
j=1 jbj)
Nµµ˜ = EM∈U(N)
l∏
j=1
(Scj(M))
aj (Scj(M))
bj
. (1.2)
In (1.2) the average is over matrices M chosen from the group U(N) at random with respect
to the Haar measure (uniform distribution), while Scj(M) is the jth secular coefficient of the
characteristic polynomial of M ,
PM (z) = det(M − zIN ) =
N∑
j=0
Scj(M)(−z)N−j . (1.3)
From (1.2) it follows that the number Hk(j) of k × k magic squares, specified as k × k non-
negative integer matrices with the sum of elements in each row and column equal to j, is for
N ≥ kj, given by the formula
Hk(j) = EM∈U(N)|Scj(M)|2k. (1.4)
We will extend the formula (1.2) in a number of directions. The first relates to counting
formulas analogous to (1.2) in the case that the matrices are constrained by a symmetry property.
Two such formulas, both relating to n× n symmetric matrices, are known from [8]. Thus with
the row sums (which must be equal to the column sums as the matrices are symmetric) labelled
by the partition µ = (µ1, . . . , µn) = 〈1a1 · · · lal〉 we have that for |µ| :=
∑l
j=1 jaj even, N ≥ |µ|,
and all elements on the diagonal zero, the total numberNOµ of such non-negative integer matrices
is given by
NOµ = EM∈O(N)
l∏
j=1
(Scj(M))
aj . (1.5)
If instead all elements on the diagonal are permitted to be even, the total number NSpµ of such
matrices is given by
NSpµ = EM∈USp(2N)
l∏
j=1
(Scj(M))
aj . (1.6)
In (1.5) the average is over the group of orthogonal matrices O(N), while in (1.6) it is over the
group of 2N × 2N unitary symplectic matrices USp(2N) (both with the Haar measure). In
Section 2 we will extend (1.5) and (1.6) to the case that the diagonal elements have no special
restriction. We also give analogous formulas in the case of square matrices symmetric about both
the diagonal and anti-diagonal, and for matrices symmetric about the centre point of the matrix.
That such symmetrizations relate to averages over classical groups is a consequence of results of
Rains [24], and Baik and Rains [2]. Another tractable case in terms of a random matrix average
to be considered is the setting relating to (1.2) but with the entries of the matrix restricted
to 0’s and 1’s. If the matrix has a 2 × 2 block structure, with the two diagonal blocks having
non-negative integer entries, and the off diagonal blocks having entries 0 or 1, counting formulas
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of the type (1.2) can be obtained by studying ratios of characteristic polynomials averaged over
the classical groups. This is done in Section 3.
The topic of Section 4 is the relationship between enumeration formulas (1.2) and (1.6) and
certain classes of non-intersecting lattice paths, or equivalently certain configurations of vicious
random walkers. This is motivated by the graphical representation of the RSK correspondence
in terms of non-intersecting lattice paths [17, 14]. In Section 5 we describe connections between
moments of characteristic polynomials and enumeration of certain classes of plane partitions.
Finally, in Section 6, we revisit the question of the combinatorial meaning of the expected value
of characteristic polynomials of random complex Hermitian Wigner matrices, and take up a
similar study in relation to Wishart matrices.
2 Further symmetrizations of the square
The RSK correspondence gives a bijection between weighted n×n non-negative integer matrices,
entries xij weighted by (αiβj)
xij , and pairs of weighted semi-standard tableaux of content n. In
the latter one member of the pair is weighted by
α#1
′s
1 α
#2′s
2 · · ·α#n
′s
n , (2.1)
while the other member is weighted by (2.1) but with the α’s replaced by the β’s (the exponents
in (2.1) are determined by the entries of the matrix). Summing (2.1) over all allowed semi-
standard tableaux of a given shape κ gives the combinatorial definition of the Schur polynomial,
and this way one obtains for the generating function of the weighted matrices the identity
1∏n
i,j=1(1− αiβj)
=
∑
κ
sκ(α1, . . . , αn)sκ(β1, . . . , βn). (2.2)
This is well known in the theory of the Schur polynomial, and is called the Cauchy formula (see
e.g. [22]). We remark that the case of m × n matrices (m < n say for definiteness) follows by
simply setting αm+1 = · · · = αn = 0.
The fact that the entries xij are weighted by (αiβj)
xij tells us the coefficient of
αη11 · · ·αηnn βρ11 · · · βρnn
in (2.2) counts the number of matrices for which the sum of the elements in row i equals ηi,
while the sum of the elements in row j equals ρj. Because (2.2) is symmetric in the αi’s and
the βj ’s, without loss of generality we can restrict attention to the case that η1 ≥ · · · ≥ ηn,
ρ1 ≥ · · · ≥ ρn and thus η and ρ form partitions, to be denoted µ and µ˜ respectively say. The
task is then to extract the coefficient of αµβµ˜ (in an obvious multivariable shorthand notation).
Only terms on the RHS of (2.2) with |κ| = |µ| = |µ˜| can contribute to the coefficient of
αµβµ˜. Because of this, we can use a result of Baik and Rains [2] expressing the RHS of (2.2)
with the largest part of κ restricted to be no greater than N as an average over U(N),
∑
κ:κ1≤N
sκ(α1, . . . , αn)sκ(β1, . . . , βn) = EU∈U(N)
n∏
j=1
det(IN + αjU¯) det(IN + βjU). (2.3)
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In particular with µ, µ˜ specified as in (1.1), (2.3) agrees with (2.2) at the required order provided
N ≥ |µ| =
l∑
j=1
jaj =
l∑
j=1
jbj . (2.4)
The extraction of the sought coefficient from (2.3) is immediate, and we reclaim (1.2), provided
N obeys the inequality (2.4).
We remark in passing, that since we have [5, 8]
EU∈U(N)
m∏
j=1
det(IN+αjU)
n∏
j=1
det(IN+U/βj) =
1
(β1 . . . βn)N
sNn(α1, . . . , αm;β1, . . . , βn), (2.5)
(in fact this equation will be of independent interest below) where Nn denotes the partition
with n parts all equal to N , it is also true that Nµµ˜ is equal to the coefficient of α
µβN−µ˜ in the
Schur function SNn({αj , βj}j=1,...,n), provided N is large enough as required by (2.4).
From the present perspective, to extend the enumeration formula (1.2) to classes of sym-
metrized non-negative matrices we require a formula analogous to (2.3) for the corresponding
partial generating function. Indeed such a formula (due to Littlewood [21]) is known for sym-
metric matrices with all elements zero on the diagonal,
∑
λ′ even
sλ(α1, . . . , αn) =
∏
1≤i<j≤n
1
1− αiαj , (2.6)
and for symmetric matrices with all elements even on the diagonal,
∑
λ even
sλ(α1, . . . , αn) =
∏
1≤i≤j≤n
1
1− αiαj . (2.7)
Combining (2.6) with
EM∈O(N)
n∏
j=1
det(IN + αjM) =
∑
l(λ)≤N
λ′ even
sλ(α1, . . . , αn) (2.8)
and (2.7) with
EM∈USp(2N)
n∏
j=1
det(I2N + αjM) =
∑
λ1≤2N
λ even
sλ(α1, . . . , αn) (2.9)
allows us to reclaim (1.5) and (1.6) respectively. The finitizations (2.8) and (2.9) of Littlewood’s
formula are due to Rains [24].
Formulas analogous to (2.3) are also known in the case of symmetric matrices with no special
constraint on the diagonal, matrices symmetric about both the diagonal and anti-diagonal, and
matrices with a point reflection symmetry about the centre. Let us first consider symmetric
matrices with no special constraint on the diagonal.
For a symmetric matrix, the row sum equals the column sum so we can take for the weights
αiβj =
√
qiqj and extract the coefficient of q
µ to read off the number of non-negative integer
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matrices with row sums equal to µ. Since each off diagonal element in position ij of a symmetric
matrix is identical to the element in position ji, we can equivalently restrict attention to the
lower triangular portion i ≤ j of the matrix, and weight the elements in strictly lower triangular
positions i < j by qiqj, and the diagonal elements by qi. The generating function for weighted
symmetric matrices is thus seen to be
1∏n
i=1(1− qi)
∏
i<j(1− qiqj)
(2.10)
and we seek the coefficient of qµ in this expression. According to an identity of Littlewood [21]
we have that (2.10) is equal to ∑
κ
sκ(q1, . . . , qn). (2.11)
It has been shown by Baik and Rains [2] that (2.11) constrained by the size of the largest part
of κ1 can be expressed as a random matrix average,
∑
κ:κ1≤N
sκ(q1, . . . , qn) = EU∈O(N) det(IN + U)
n∏
j=1
det(IN + qjU). (2.12)
With knowledge of the above results, we can now easily obtain an enumeration formula for
symmetric non-negative integer matrices with prescribed row sums.
Proposition 1. Consider the set of all symmetric n × n non-negative integer matrices. Label
the row sums (or equivalently column sums) by the partition
µ = (µ1, . . . , µn) = 〈1a1 · · · lal〉.
For N ≥ |µ| the total number Nµ of such matrices is given as a random matrix average by
Nµ = EM∈O(N) det(IN +M)
l∏
j=1
(Scj(M))
aj (2.13)
(cf. (1.5)).
Proof. Only terms in (2.11) with |κ| = |µ| can contribute to the coefficient of qµ in (2.10), so
for N ≥ |µ| the latter is the same as the coefficient of qµ in (2.12). Extracting the coefficient
gives (2.13). 
We remark that since det(IN +M) = 0 for M ∈ O−(N) (because λ = −1 is an eigenvalue)
we can restrict the matrices M in (2.13) to M ∈ O+(N) (the matrices U in (2.12) can similarly
be restricted).
Next, we note that the results of Baik and Rains in fact allow the diagonal sum to be
prescribed. The relevant generating function is [2]
1∏n
i=1(1− αqi)
∏
i<j(1− qiqj)
=
∑
κ
α
∑n
j=1(−1)
j−1κjsκ(q1, . . . , qn) (2.14)
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and for κ1 ≤ N this sum can be written as the random matrix average
EU∈O(N) det(IN + αU)
n∏
j=1
det(IN + qjU). (2.15)
Hence, with the diagonal sum prescribed to be equal to p say and the total number of symmetric
non-negative matrices now denoted Nµ,p, the enumeration formula (2.13) should be modified to
read
Nµ,p = EM∈O(N)Scp(M))
l∏
j=1
(Scj(M))
aj . (2.16)
We now turn our attention to the task of enumerating according to row sums 2n× 2n non-
negative integer matrices [xi,j]i,j=1,...,2n with a reflection symmetry about the diagonal, xi,j = xj,i
(i > j), and about the anti-diagonal, xi,j = xi,2n+1−j (i > 2n+ 1− j). The generating function
for weighted symmetric matrices of this type is
n∏
i=1
(1 + χ1qi)
(1− χ0qi)
1∏n
i,j=1(1− qiqj)
(2.17)
where χ0 = 1 (χ1 = 1) in the case that the elements on the diagonal (anti-diagonal) are
unrestricted, while χ0 = 0 (χ1 = 0) in the case the elements on the diagonal are restricted to
be zero (anti-diagonal are restricted to be even). We know from [2] that the random matrix
average
EU∈U(N)
det(1 + χ0U)
det(IN − χ1U)
n∏
j=1
det(IN + qjU) det(IN + qjU¯) (2.18)
correctly reproduces (2.17) up to and including terms O(q2N+1j ) in the qj. (In the case χ1 = 1,
(2.18) is to be interpreted as the limiting value for χ1 → 1−.) The following enumeration result
is now evident.
Proposition 2. Consider the set of all symmetric 2n× 2n non-negative integer matrices which
have the further constraint of being symmetric about the anti-diagonal. Introduce possible con-
straints on the diagonal and anti-diagonal elements according to the values of χ0 and χ1 noted
below (2.17). With the row sums labelled by µ, we have that for N ≥ 12 |µ| the number of matrices
in the set, Nµ say, is given by the coefficient of q
µ in the random matrix average (2.18).
As our next example of a symmetry constraint, we turn our attention to the case of 2n× 2n
matrices invariant with respect to reflections in the point (n+1/2, n+1/2) (here we are thinking
of the matrix as labelled by a grid of 2n × 2n lattice points {(i, j) : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2n}). For such
matrices xi,j = x2n+1−i,2n+1−j . The generating function for this class of matrices is
1∏n
i,j=1(1 − qiqj)2
. (2.19)
It follows from (2.2) and (2.3) that up and including terms O(qNi ) (2.19) is equal to(
EU∈U(N)
n∏
j=1
det(IN + qjU¯) det(IN + qjU)
)2
. (2.20)
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We thus have the following enumeration result.
Proposition 3. Consider the set of all 2n × 2n non-negative integer matrices with the point
reflection symmetry xi,j = x2n+1−i,2n+1−j . With the row sums labelled by µ, we have that for
N ≥ |µ|, the number of matrices in the set N ·µ say is given by the coefficient of qµ in the random
matrix average (2.20).
As another extension of (1.2) we consider not a symmetry constraint on the matrix, but
rather a restriction on the entries of the matrix. These we take to be either 0 or 1. For m× n
matrices of this type, weighted by (αiβj)
xij , the generating function is
m∏
i=1
n∏
j=1
(1 + αiβj). (2.21)
According to the dual Cauchy identity,
n∏
i,j=1
(1 + αiβj) =
∑
µ
sµ′(α1, . . . , αn)sµ(β1, . . . , βn), (2.22)
where µ′ denotes the partition conjugate to µ (see e.g. [22]). Analogous to (2.3), we have that
this sum restricted by the size of the largest part of µ can be written as a random matrix average
∑
µ:µ1≤N
sµ′(α1, . . . , αn)sµ(β1, . . . , βn) = EU∈U(N)
n∏
j=1
det(IN + αjU)
det(IN − βjU¯)
. (2.23)
Because of the occurrence of the dual partition in (2.22), µ1 cannot exceed n for a non-zero
contribution and so (2.23) is independent of N for N ≥ n.
We want to extract from this the coefficient of αµβµ˜. For this purpose we introduce inverse
secular coefficients Rcp(U) according to
1
det(IN − xU) =
∞∑
p=0
xpRcp(U).
In terms of the eigenvalues eiθj (j = 1, . . . , N) of U we have that
Rcp(U) = hp(e
iθ1 , . . . , eiθN )
where hp denotes the pth complete symmetric function (see [22]). Making use too of (1.3) we
obtain for the sought enumeration the following result.
Proposition 4. Consider the set of allm×n matrices in which the entries take on the values 0 or
1. Prescribe the row sums and column sums by the partitions µ and µ˜ respectively, which are to be
written in terms of the frequency of their parts by (1.1). For N ≥ min(m,n,∑lj=1 jaj ,∑lj=1 jbj)
the total number N0,1µµ˜ of such matrices is given in terms of a random matrix average by
N0,1µµ˜ = EU∈U(N)
l∏
j=1
(Scj(U))
aj (Rcj(U¯))
bj . (2.24)
We remark that for (2.24) to be non-zero we require µ1 ≤ m, µ˜1 ≤ n and |µ| = |µ˜|.
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3 Block matrix structures and ratios of characteristic
polynomials
We have seen in the previous section how generating functions for non-negative integer matrices,
and 0-1 matrices, are related to Schur function identities which in turn are related to averages
over the classical groups. Results obtained in [4, 2] tell us this strategy can also be carried
through for classes of block matrices which relate to averages over the unitary, symplectic and
orthogonal groups.
In relation to the unitary group, let the block structured (k1 + l1) × (k2 + l2) non-negative
integer matrix [
A B
C D
]
(3.1)
be such that A is a k1 × k2 non-negative integer matrix; D is a l1 × l2 non-negative integer
matrix; B is a k1× l2 0-1 matrix; and C is a l1× k2 0-1 matrix. Suppose the entries of the block
X = [xij ] are weighted by g
xij
ij with
gij =


αiγj for X = A
βiδj for X = D
αiδj for X = B
βiγj for X = C.
(3.2)
Such matrices have for their generating function
k1∏
i=1
k2∏
j=1
1
1− αiγj
l1∏
i=1
l2∏
j=1
1
1− βiδj
k1∏
i=1
l2∏
j=1
(1 + αiδj)
l1∏
i=1
k2∏
j=1
(1 + βiγj),
thus containing as special cases both the LHS of (2.2) and (2.21). The coefficient of αµβµ˜γνδν˜
tells us the number of matrices (3.1) with prescribed row and column sums. Moreover general-
izations of both the Cauchy identities (2.2), (2.22), and their finitizations (2.3), (2.23) are known
[4, 2], allowing for the counting function to be expressed as a random matrix average.
To state these generalizations requires introducing the functions [22]
HSλ(α1, . . . , αk;β1, . . . βl) = det(aλi+j−1)1≤i,j≤l(λ), (3.3)
where ak denotes the coefficient of x
k in∏l
j=1(1 + βjx)∏k
i=1(1− αix)
.
The HSλ are referred to as the hook Schur functions. In terms of this the generalization of the
Cauchy identities is∑
λ
HSλ(α1, . . . , αk1 ;β1, . . . βl1)HSλ(γ1, . . . , γk2 ; δ1, . . . δl2)
=
k1∏
i=1
k2∏
j=1
1
1− αiγj
l1∏
i=1
l2∏
j=1
1
1− βiδj
k1∏
i=1
l2∏
j=1
(1 + αiδj)
l1∏
i=1
k2∏
j=1
(1 + βiγj) (3.4)
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while the generalizations of their finitizations is
EU∈U(N)
∏k1
i=1 det(IN + αiU)
∏k2
j=1 det(IN + γjU¯)∏l1
m=1 det(IN − βmU)
∏l2
n=1 det(IN − δnU¯)
=
∑
λ1≤N
HSλ(α1, . . . , αk1 ;β1, . . . βl1)HSλ(γ1, . . . , γk2 ; δ1, . . . δl2). (3.5)
Arguing as in the derivation of the counting formula (1.2) given in the first three paragraphs
of Section 2, the following generalization of (1.2) and (2.24) is immediate.
Proposition 5. Let a = (a1, . . . , ak1) , b = (b1, . . . , bl1), c = (c1, . . . , ck2) , d = (d1, . . . , dl2),
where the aj , bj , cj , dj are nonnegative integers. From these arrays form partitions
µ = 〈1a1 · · · kak11 〉, µ˜ = 〈1b1 · · · l
bl1
1 〉, ν = 〈1c1 · · · k
ck2
2 〉, ν˜ = 〈1d1 · · · l
dl2
2 〉.
Let Nµµ˜νν˜ denote the number of matrices (3.1) with
row(A,B) = µ, row(C,D) = ν, col(A,C) = µ˜, col(B,D) = ν˜
where the notation row(X,Y ) refers to the row sums across X and Y given they are horizontal
neighbors in a block matrix, and col(X,Y ) refers to the column sums down X and Y given they
vertical neighbors in a block matrix.
For
N ≥ max
(
k1∑
1
jaj ,
l1∑
1
jbj ,
k2∑
1
jacj ,
l2∑
1
jdj ,
)
we have
EUN
k1∏
i=1
(Sci(M))
ai
l1∏
j=1
(Scj(M))
bj
k2∏
m=1
(Rcm(M))
cm
l2∏
n=1
(Rcn(M))
dn
= Nµµ˜νν˜ . (3.6)
As reviewed in the Introduction, a relationship with averages over the orthogonal and sym-
plectic groups comes about when the matrix is constrained to be symmetric. Thus in (3.1) we
must take
k1 = k2 = k, l1 = l2 = l, A = A
T , D = DT , C = BT . (3.7)
Correspondingly, for i 6= j, the weights (3.2) are to be replaced by
gij =


√
αiαj for X = A√
βiβj for X = D√
αiβj for X = B√
βiαj for X = C.
(3.8)
As in the meaning of (1.5) and (1.6), the constraint on the diagonal elements will determine
whether the relationship is with an average over the symplectic group, or an average over the
orthogonal group. It turns out that the constraint relevant to the symplectic (orthogonal) group
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is that all elements on the diagonal of A be even (zero), while those on D be zero (even). The
corresponding generating functions are therefore given by
GSp({αi}, {βj}) =
∏
1≤i≤j≤k
1
1− αiαj
∏
1≤i<j≤l
1
1− βiβj
k∏
i=1
l∏
j=i
(1 + αiβj)
GO({αi}, {βj}) =
∏
1≤i<j≤k
1
1− αiαj
∏
1≤i≤j≤l
1
1− βiβj
k∏
i=1
l∏
j=i
(1 + αiβj)
In relation to these generating functions, one has as generalizations of the Littlewood iden-
tities (2.6) and (2.7) [4]
∑
λ even
HSλ(α1, . . . αk;β1, . . . , βl) = G
Sp({αi}, {βj})
∑
λ′ even
HSλ(α1, . . . αk;β1, . . . , βl) = G
O({αi}, {βj}).
And with the largest part of the partitions in the sum restricted, the LHS’s have the finitizations
[2]
EU∈USp(2N)
∏k
i=1 det(I2N + αiU)∏l
j=1 det(I2N − βjU)
=
∑
λ1≤2N
λ even
HSλ(α1, . . . αk;β1, . . . , βl) (3.9)
EU∈O(N)
∏k
i=1 det(IN + αiU)∏l
j=1 det(IN − βjU)
=
∑
l(λ)≤N
λ′ even
HSλ(α1, . . . αk;β1, . . . , βl). (3.10)
As a consequence, the following enumeration results hold.
Proposition 6. Let a = (a1, . . . , ak) , b = (b1, . . . , bl), where aj, bj are non-negative integers,
and from these arrays form partitions
µ = 〈1a1 · · · kak〉, ν = 〈1b1 · · · lbl〉
Consider block matrices (3.1) with constraints (3.7) and the further constraint that all diagonal
entries of A are even (zero) while all those of D are zero (even). Let NSpµν (NOµν) denote the
number of such matrices with
row(A,B) = col(A,C) = µ, row(C,D) = col(B,D) = ν.
We have
NSpµν = EM∈USp(2N)
k∏
i=1
(Sci(M))
ai
l∏
j=1
(Rcj(M))
cj
NOµν = EM∈O(N)
k∏
i=1
(Sci(M))
ai
l∏
j=1
(Rcj(M))
cj .
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Figure 1: Example of non-intersecting lattice paths corresponding to returning lock step
vicious walkers. For the first (last) n steps the walkers must move to the right (left) or
stay stationary. The weight of the configuration shown here is α21α
2
2α
2
3α4β
3
1β2β3β
2
4 .
4 Relationship to non-intersecting paths
The purpose of this section is to relate the random unitary matrix average in (2.3) and the
unitary symplectic average in (2.9) to configurations of weighted non-intersecting lattice paths.
This then allows us to give combinatorial interpretations to (1.2) and (1.6) relating to non-
intersecting lattice paths rather than integer matrices. That such interpretation are possible
can be anticipated from the RSK correspondence: the semi-standard tableaux therein have a
well known interpretation in terms of weighted non-intersecting lattice paths (see e.g. [25]).
However neither in the case of (2.3) nor (2.9) will our non-intersecting paths correspond to the
conventional ones related to semi-standard tableaux, and so a separate discussion is warranted.
In relation to (2.3), mark points on the x-axis at x = 1, . . . , N . Move each point to the line
y = 1 according to the rule that each x coordinate must either stay the same (weight unity)
or increase by one (weight α1), with the proviso that all x coordinates must remain distinct.
Connect the points between y = 0 and y = 1 by segments, which must either be vertical (weight
unity), or right diagonal (weight α1). Repeat this procedure a total of n times, with each right
diagonal segment at step j weighted by αj .
After step n, perform another n steps, but now with the segments either vertical (weight
unity) or left diagonal (weight β2n+1−j in step n + j). The segments again must not intersect,
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and are further conditioned to return along y = 2n to the same x coordinates (x = 1, . . . , N)
as they began (see Figure 1 for an example). The resulting non-intersecting lattice paths are
equivalent to a special case of the lock-step model of vicious random walkers [9, 10]. For general
initial positions along y = 0 (l
(0)
1 , . . . , l
(0)
N say), and final positions along y = 2n (l1, . . . , lN say),
the generating function G2n for the weighted paths can be written as an N × N determinant
according to
G2n(l
(0)
1 , . . . , l
(0)
N ; l1, . . . , lN ) = det
[
g2n(l
(0)
j ; lk)
]
j,k=1,...,N
(4.1)
where
g2n(l
(0); l) =
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
n∏
j=1
(1 + αje
−iθj )(1 + βje
iθj )e−i(l−l
(0))θ dθ. (4.2)
From the well known identity
det
[ 1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
h(θ)e−i(j−k)θ dθ
]
j,k=1,...,N
=
〈 N∏
j=1
h(θj)
〉
U(N)
(4.3)
we see that in the case of interest (initial positions = final positions, all one unit apart), we have
G2n(l
(0)
1 , . . . , l
(0)
N ; l1, . . . , lN )
∣∣∣
l
(0)
j
=lj=j
(j=1,...,N)
= EU∈U(N)
n∏
j=1
det(IN + αjU¯) det(IN + βjU). (4.4)
The following interpretation of the average over U(N) in (1.2) is now evident.
Proposition 7. Consider the set of all non-intersecting paths of the type depicted in Figure
1. Impose the further constraint that the number of right diagonal segments between y = j − 1
and y = j (j = 1, . . . , n) is equal to µj , and the total number of left diagonal segments between
y = 2n − j and y = 2n − j + 1 (j = 1, . . . , n) is equal to µ˜j. The total number of such lattice
paths is given by the RHS of (1.2).
We note that in the setting of Proposition 7 at most |µ| =∑nj=1 µj (which must equal |µ˜|)
different walkers, counted to the left from x = N , can move. Thus we see immediately that (1.2)
must be independent of N for N ≥ |µ|.
Let us now turn our attention to the non-intersecting lattice path interpretation of (2.9). For
this mark points on the x-axis at x = 1, . . . , N . Also count steps j = 1, . . . , 2n as the points are
moved to the lines y = 1, . . . , 2n in order, and the corresponding segments are drawn to connect
the points. Let this process proceed by the rule that the lattice paths must not intersect, and
that at odd numbered steps the segments must be either vertical or right diagonal, while at
even numbered steps the segments must either be vertical or left diagonal. Weight the diagonal
segments in steps 2j − 1, 2j by aj, bj respectively. It is further required that all points remain
to the right of the y-axis, which can be thought of as a wall (see Figure 2 for an example).
For general initial positions along y = 0 (l
(0)
1 , . . . , l
(0)
N ) and finishing positions along y = 2n
(l1, . . . , lN ), all to the right of the wall, the generating function G
wall
2n for the weighted paths has
12
48
Figure 2: Example of non-intersecting lattice paths with initial (final) spacings along
y = 0 (y = 2n) one unit apart starting at x = 1. All paths are restricted to x ≥ 1, and
segments can be vertical or right diagonal for odd steps, and vertical or left diagonal for
even steps. The weight of the configuration shown here is α31α
4
2α
2
3α
3
4.
a determinant form [10]. In the special case that {ai} = {bi} = {αi} (in any order), and that the
initial and final positions are spaced one unit apart starting at x = 1, this determinant can be
expressed as the random matrix average (2.9) [11], thus providing the following interpretation
of the latter in terms of non-intersecting paths.
Proposition 8. Consider the set of all non-intersecting lattice paths of the type depicted in
Figure 2. Impose the further constraint that the sum of the number of right diagonal segments at
step 2j− 1 and the number of left diagonal segments at step 2j is equal to µj. The total number
of such paths is given by the RHS of (1.6).
5 Relationship to plane partitions
In this section the random unitary matrix average (2.5), the random unitary symplectic average
(2.9), and the random orthogonal average (2.15) will be related to the enumeration of certain
classes of plane partitions [22, 26]. A plane partition P is a finite set of lattice points {(i, j, k)} ⊆
N
3 with the property that if (a, b, c) ∈ P and 1 ≤ i ≤ a, 1 ≤ j ≤ b, 1 ≤ k ≤ c, then (i, j, k) ∈ P.
A plane partition is symmetric if (i, j, k) ∈ P if and only if (j, i, k) ∈ P. The height of stack
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(i, j) is the largest value of k for which there exists a point (i, j, k) in the plane partition.
The study of plane partitions was initiated by MacMahon [23] who proved that the generating
function for plane partitions fitting in the box
B(a, b, c) = {(i, j, k)|1 ≤ i ≤ a, 1 ≤ j ≤ b, 1 ≤ k ≤ c} (5.1)
is given by
a∏
i=1
b∏
j=1
c∏
k=1
1− qi+j+k−1
1− qi+j+k−2 . (5.2)
Taking the limit q → 1 gives for the total number of plane partitions fitting inside B(a, b, c),
#P(a, b, c) say, the evaluation
#P(a, b, c) =
a∏
i=1
b∏
j=1
c∏
k=1
i+ j + k − 1
i+ j + k − 2 . (5.3)
We can express the generating function (5.2) for plane partitions in terms of Schur functions.
Thus from the combinatorial definition of Schur functions sλ(x1, . . . , xn) as a sum over weighted
semi-standard tableaux of shape λ and content {1, . . . , n}, it follows that
sba(q
a+c, qa+c−1, . . . , q)
where ba denotes a partition with a parts all of which are equal to b, is the generating function
for plane partitions strictly decreasing down columns with exactly a rows each of length b and
with the largest stack of height less than or equal to a + c. The strictly decreasing constraint
can be eased by removing a− i+1 from the boxes in row i to bijectively obtain a plane partition
which is a subset of B(a, b, c). Consequently an alternative expression for (5.2) is given by
q−ba(a+1)/2sba(q
a+c, qa+c−1, . . . , q). (5.4)
Making use of (2.5) shows that for a = n, c = m and b = N , (5.4) can be expressed as
EU∈U(N)
m∏
j=1
det(IN + αjU)
n∏
j=1
det(IN + U/βj)
with αi = q
n+i and βi = q
i. Taking the limit q → 1 gives the sought relationship between (5.3)
and a random matrix average.
Proposition 9. Denote by P ∗M (z) the (reciprocal) characteristic polynomial of M ∈ U(N), so
that PM (z) = det(IN − zM). For |z| = 1 we have
#P(a, b, c) = EU∈U(c)
(
P ∗M (z)
)b(
P ∗M (z)
)a
. (5.5)
We remark that in [27], the case a = b of the RHS of (5.5) has been given a combinatorial
interpretation involving two-rowed lexicographic arrays.
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The random matrix average (5.5) is an example of a class of multi-dimensional integrals
possessing gamma function evaluations (see e.g. [12]). This implies
#P(a, b, c) =
c−1∏
j=0
Γ(a+ b+ 1 + j)Γ(2 + j)
Γ(a+ 1 + j)Γ(b+ 1 + j)
=
G(1 + a+ b+ c)
G(1 + a+ b)
G(1 + a)
G(1 + a+ c)
G(1 + b)
G(1 + b+ c)
G(c + 2) (5.6)
where G(z) is the Barnes G-function, related to the gamma function by the functional equation
G(z+1) = Γ(z)G(z), G(1) = 1. In contrast to the formula (5.3), the latter formula is well suited
for asymptotic analysis.
Consider now symmetric plane partitions fitting inside the box (5.1) with b = a. The
generating function for such plane partitions, with the additional constraint that the heights of
all stacks on the diagonal are even and bounded by 2c, has the product form [26]
∏
1≤i≤j≤a
1− qi+j+2c
1− qi+j . (5.7)
Here only points on and above the diagonal are weighted. Denoting their total number by
#Psyme (a, 2c), we see by taking the limit q → 1 that [7]
#Psyme (a, 2c) =
∏
1≤i≤j≤a
i+ j + 2c
i+ j
. (5.8)
The generating function (5.7) and thus counting formula (5.8) can be expressed in terms of
Schur functions by making use of a bijection between tableaux and symmetrical plane partitions.
Consider then semi-standard tableaux of content {1, . . . , a}. Suppose furthermore that each
row is of even length, and the first row is constrained to be less than or equal to 2c. From
this construct the diagonal and upper triangular portion of a symmetrical plane partition by
associating with grid points (i, j), i ≤ j, stacks of height
hi,j = #i
′s+#(i+ 1)′s+ · · ·+#(a+ i− j)′s in row i of the tableaux.
By weighting each square labelled j in the tableaux by qj , we see that each stack at grid point
(i, j) is weighted qhi,j , and furthermore on the diagonal this weight is qλi where λi is the length of
row i of the tableau. It follows that (5.7) can be expressed in terms of Schur functions according
to ∑
λ⊆(2c)a
λ even
sλ(q
a, qa−1, . . . , q). (5.9)
Recalling (2.9) gives the sought relationship with an average over the unitary symplectic group.
Proposition 10. Denote by P SpM (z) the characteristic polynomial of M ∈ USp(2c) so that
P SpM (z) = det(λI2c −M). We have
#Psyme (a, 2c) = EM∈USp(2c)
(
P SpM (−1)
)a
.
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Analogous to (5.6), the above average is of a type which admits a gamma function evaluation
(see e.g. [12]). This allows (5.8) to be written
#Psyme (a, 2c) = 22ca
c∏
j=1
Γ(1 + c+ j)Γ(12 + a+ j)
Γ(1 + c+ a+ j)Γ(12 + j)
= 22ca
G(2 + 2c)
G(2 + c)
G(2 + c+ a)
G(2 + 2c+ a)
G(32 + a+ c)
G(32 + a)
G(32 )
G(32 + c)
.
Finally, consider the same weighted symmetric plane partitions as described in the paragraph
below (5.8), but with stacks now restricted to heights ≤ c and without the constraint that the
stacks on the diagonal be even. The generating function is∑
λ⊆ca
sλ(q
a, qa−1, . . . , q).
In an obvious notation, after taking the limit q → 1 and recalling (2.12) we obtain
#Psym(a, c) = EM∈O(c)
(
PO∗M (−1)
)a+1
.
6 Counting formulas associated with the characteris-
tic polynomials of random Hermitian and Wishart
matrices
Let X be an n × n Hermitian matrix. Let the diagonal elements xii be chosen independently
according to a probability distribution D1, with the property that
ED1xii = 0. (6.1)
Let the upper triangular elements xij , i < j, (which may be complex) be chosen independently
according to a probability distribution D2, with the properties that
ED2xij = 0, ED2 |xij |2 = σ22. (6.2)
The following result, generalizing a number of results presented in [8]1, gives the expected value
of the characteristic polynomial of X in terms of the classical Hermite polynomial Hn(x).
Proposition 11. Let X be Hermitian and specified in terms of D1 and D2 as above. With the
monic rescaled Hermite polynomial specified in terms of the classical Hermite polynomial by
hn(x) = 2
−n/2Hn
( x√
2
)
we have
ED1,D2 det(λIN −X) = σN2 hN
( λ
σ2
)
. (6.3)
1We take this opportunity to correct the statement of Theorem 15 in [8]. It should read:
EµN (P
2k
M (x)) = h
(k)
N (x), where h
(k)
N are orthogonal polynomials with respect to the weight (t− x)2ke−t
2
.
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Proof. By definition
det(λIN −X) =
∑
P∈SN
ε(P )
N∏
l=1
(λl,P (l) − xl,P (l)), (6.4)
where ε(P ) denotes the parity of P and
λi,j =

λ if i = j;0, if i 6= j.
The specifications (6.1), (6.2) tell us that the only non-zero terms in (6.4) after averaging
over D1,D2 are those for which P consists entirely of fixed points (P (j) = j) and 2-cycles
(P (j1) = j2 and P (j2) = j1, j1 6= j2). Let there then be N − 2j fixed points and j 2-cycles.
Such permutations have parity (−1)j . Each fixed point contributes a factor λ, while each 2-cycle
contributes σ22. As the number of ways of choosing the (N − 2j) fixed points and the j 2-cycles
is (N
2j
) (2j)!
2jj!
we see that
ED1,D2 det(λIN −X) =
[N/2]∑
j=0
(−1)j
(N
2j
)(2j)!
2jj!
λN−2jσ2j2 .
But this is precisely the power series expansion of the polynomial in question. 
Next we turn our attention to the mean characteristic polynomial of so called chiral matrices,
that is matrices of the form
K :=
[
0n×n Xn×p
(X†)p×n 0p×p
]
, (6.5)
where we require that n ≥ p. These matrices have exactly n − p zero eigenvalues, with the
remaining 2p eigenvalues given by ± the positive square roots of the eigenvalues of the non-
negative matrix X†X. We specify that the elements of X be chosen independently according to
a probability distribution D with the properties
EDxij = 0, ED|xij|2 = σ2. (6.6)
The analogue of Proposition 11 can readily be deduced.
Proposition 12. Let K be a random chiral matrix as specified above. We have
ED det(λIn+p −K) = p!σ2pλn−pLn−pp ((λ/σ)2), (6.7)
where Lam(x) denotes the classical Laguerre polynomial.
Proof. Because of the first specification in (6.6), we see that in the analogue of (6.4) for
det(λIn+p −K), the only terms after averaging will again result entirely from fixed points and
2-cycles. The fact that K has n− p zero eigenvalues implies we require there be a minimum of
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n− p fixed points. Thus we must consider the cases that the number of fixed points is equal to
n+ p− 2j and the number of 2-cycles is equal to j for each j = 0, . . . , p.
Not all permutations with these specifications give a non-zero contribution. For the latter,
because of the zero blocks in (6.5), in relation to the 2-cycles (j1j2) we require
j1 ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j2 ∈ {n+ 1, . . . , n+ p}.
Hence we must choose (n− p)+ (p− j) fixed points from the first of these sets and (p− j) from
the second. The number of distinct ways to do this is( n
n− j
)( p
p− j
)
.
The j 2-cycles can then be chosen in j! different ways. Since again each fixed point contributes
a factor λ, while each 2-cycle contributes a factor σ2, we see that
ED det(λIn+p −K) = σ2pλn−p
p∑
j=0
( n
n− j
)( p
p− j
)
j!
(λ
σ
)2(p−j)
= p!σ2pλn−p
p∑
j=0
( n
p− j
) 1
j!
(λ
σ
)2j
.
The sum in this expression is precisely Ln−pp ((λ/σ)2). 
Due to the relationship between the chiral matrices X†X as noted below (6.5), we have the
following result for the expected value of the characteristic polynomial for Wishart matrices.
Corollary 1. Let X be a n × p matrix with elements independently chosen according to the
distribution D with the properties (6.6). We have
ED det(λIp −X†X) = p!σpLn−pp (λ/σ). (6.8)
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